STATUS OF SCHEDULES OF CONTRACTING PARTIES TO THE GATT

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA No schedule.

ARGENTINA Schedule LXIV (E/S)
- CCCN schedule certified individually by Let/1599 dated 12 October 1988. HS documentation should be submitted.

AUSTRALIA Schedule I (E)

AUSTRIA Schedule XXXII (E)

BANGLADESH Schedule LXX (E)

BARBADOS No schedule.

BELIZE No schedule.

BENIN Schedule XLVIII (F)
- Schedule established in Second Certification of Rectifications and Modifications (1964); draft loose-leaf schedule prepared by the Secretariat, but authorization for its circulation not received; renegotiations appear necessary.

BOLIVIA Schedule LXXXIV (S)

92-1480
BOTSWANA

No schedule.

BRAZIL

Schedule III (F)


BURKINA FASO

Schedule XLVI (F)

- Schedule established in Second Certification of Rectifications and Modifiers (1964); renegotiations appear necessary.

BURUNDI

Schedule LV (F)

- Schedule established in Third Certification of Rectifications and Modifiers (1967); draft loose-leaf schedule prepared by the Secretariat, but authorization for its circulation not received; renegotiations appear necessary.

CAMEROON

No schedule.

CANADA

Schedule V (E/F)


CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

No schedule.

CHAD

No schedule.

CHILE

Schedule VII (E/S)


COLOMBIA

Schedule LXXVI (E/S)


CONGO

No schedule.
COSTA RICA

Schedule LXXXV (S)


COTE D’IVOIRE

Schedule LII (F)

- Draft loose-leaf schedule (CCCN) circulated with document TAR/61/Rev.1, not yet approved. HS documentation should be submitted.

CUBA

Schedule IX (E)


CYPRUS

No schedule.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Schedule X (E)


DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Schedule XXIII (E)


EGYPT

Schedule LXIII (E)


EL SALVADOR

Schedule LXXXVII (S)


EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

Schedule LXXX (E/F)

(Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and United Kingdom)

FINLAND
Schedule XXIV (E)

GABON
Schedule XLVII (F)
- Status of schedule uncertain, Gabon not having recognized existing schedule when acceding to GATT in 1963 (BISD 12S/75).

GAMBIA
No schedule.

GHANA
No schedule.

GUATEMALA
Schedule LXXXVIII (S)

GUYANA
No schedule.

HAITI
Schedule XXVI (F)

HONG KONG
Schedule LXXXII (E)

HUNGARY
Schedule LXXI (E)

ICELAND
Schedule LXII (E)
- Proposed HS schedule circulated with document SECRET/HS/28 on 30 April 1990; not yet approved.
INDIA

Schedule XII (E)
- Status of schedule unclear following renegotiations under waiver. HS documentation should be submitted.

INDONESIA

Schedule XXI (E)

ISRAEL

Schedule XLII (E)

JAMAICA

Schedule LXVI (E)
- Draft CCCN loose-leaf schedule circulated with document TAR/121 in 1985; not yet approved.

JAPAN

Schedule XXXVIII (E)

KENYA

No schedule.

KOREA

Schedule LX (E)

KUWAIT

No schedule.

LESOTHO

No schedule.

MACAU

Schedule LXXXIX (E)

MADAGASCAR

Schedule LI (F)
- Schedule established in Second Certification of Rectifications and Modifications (1964); draft loose-leaf schedule prepared by the Secretariat, but authorization for its circulation not received; renegotiations appear necessary. HS documentation should be submitted.
MALAWI

Schedule LVIII (E)
- Waiver requested. HS documentation under preparation.

MALAYSIA

Schedule XXXIX (E)

MALDIVES

No schedule.

MALTA

No schedule.

MAURITANIA

Schedule L (F)
- Schedule established in Second Certification of Rectifications and Modifications (1964); renegotiations appear necessary.

MAURITIUS

No schedule.

MEXICO

Schedule LXXXVII (S)

MOROCCO

Schedule LXXXI (F)

MOZAMBIQUE

No schedule.

MYANMAR

Schedule IV (E)
- Schedule contained in Sixth Certification of Changes to Schedules (1988).

NAMIBIA

Schedule XC (E)
- Same schedule as for South Africa.
NEW ZEALAND

Schedule XIII (E)

NICARAGUA

Schedule XXIX (E)

NIGER

Schedule LIII (F)
- Schedule established in Third Certification of Rectifications and Modifications (1967); draft loose-leaf schedule prepared by the Secretariat, but authorization for its circulation not received; renegotiations appear necessary.

NIGERIA

Schedule XLIII (E)
- Schedule contained in Sixth Certification of Changes to Schedules (1988). HS documentation should be submitted.

NORWAY

Schedule XIV (E)

PAKISTAN

Schedule XV (E)
- Schedule being renegotiated under waiver; new HS schedule to be submitted by Pakistan.

PERU

Schedule XXXV (E/S)
- Under waiver. HS documentation to be submitted.

PHILIPPINES

Schedule LXXV (E)
POLAND Schedule LXV (E/F)
- Schedule (commitment) contained in Sixth Certification of Changes to Schedules (1988).

ROMANIA Schedule LXIX (F)

RWANDA Schedule LVI (F)
- Schedule established in Third Certification of Rectifications and Modifications (1967); draft loose-leaf schedule prepared by the Secretariat, but authorization for its circulation not received; renegotiations appear necessary.

SENEGAL Schedule XLIX (F)
- Under waiver. HS documentation should be submitted.

SIERRA LEONE No schedule.

SINGAPORE Schedule LXXIII (E)

SOUTH AFRICA Schedule XVIII (E)

SRI LANKA Schedule VI (E)

SURINAME Schedule LXXIV (E)
- Schedule established in Fourth Certification of Changes to Schedules (1979).
SWEDEN

Schedule XXX (E)

SWITZERLAND

Schedule LIX (F)

TANZANIA

No schedule.

THAILAND

Schedule LXXIX (E)

TOGO

No schedule.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Schedule LXVII (E)

TUNISIA

Schedule LXXXIII (F)

TURKEY

Schedule XXXVII (F)

UGANDA

No schedule.

UNITED STATES

Schedule XX (E)
URUGUAY

Schedule XXXI (F)

- Schedule being renegotiated under waiver; new draft schedule circulated in document L/6689/Add.3 on 28 September 1990. Not yet approved.

VENEZUELA

Schedule LXXXVI (S)


YUGOSLAVIA

Schedule LVII (E)


ZAIRE

Schedule LXVIII (F)

- Under waiver. Schedule contained in Protocol of Accession (1971) and in Protocol Supplementary to Geneva (1979) Protocol; draft loose-leaf schedule prepared by the Secretariat, but authorization for its circulation not received; renegotiations appear necessary; HS documentation should be submitted.

ZAMBIA

Schedule LXXVIII (E)

- Status unclear since Zambia inherited Schedule XVI from Rhodesia/Nyasaland Federation when acceding to GATT in 1982; renegotiations appear necessary.

ZIMBABWE

Schedule LIV (E)